Start instantly, scale infinitely with the
UiPath Automation Cloud™
Whether you’re an entrepreneur or an enterprise, Automation
Cloud™ is the fastest, easiest way to get the power of UiPath
automation working for you and your business.

Get Automation Cloud for
community now
Individual or small team? Automation Cloud for community is the
free, fast way to automate away tedious tasks on your PC with
powerful UiPath software robots and cloud services.
▪ 2 attended robots to run automations
▪ 1 unattended robot to automate without you
▪ StudioX to build your automations with drag and drop
simplicity, and Studio if you want to add code
▪ Orchestrator to manage everything from the cloud
▪ Document Understanding to “read” documents
▪ AI Computer Vision to “see” your screen
▪ No need for any “infrastructure” but your own PC
▪ Free with no time limit or credit card
▪ Upgrade to enterprise cloud at any time
Learn more at automationcloud.com

Try Automation Cloud for
enterprise free for 60 days
Instant cloud-native, massive-scale services. Automation Cloud
for enterprise means we take care of the infrastructure so you
can build the fully automated enterprise™
Global scale, presence and reliability:
▪ Unlimited robots, studios, tenants and services
▪ Regional hosting per-tenant in US, Europe, Japan,
Australia, and Canada
▪ 99.9% uptime guarantee and 24/7 UiPath support
▪ Always up to date with low maintenance costs

Enterprise-scale management and governance:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Standards-based architecture with web, mobile or API control
Connectors for integration with other systems and services
Security and operations attestations including SOC 2 and ISO 27001
Single permissions platform across services, with Azure AD integration
Comprehensive audit and enterprise-wide logging of robot actions
Flexible multi-cloud robot hosting and elastic capacity options
Automation Ops governs automation creation permissions and feeds

A full array of enterprise-ready Automation Cloud services for rapid
prototyping, deployment and return on automation:
Orchestrator

Deploy, manage and monitor your entire automation environment

Automation Hub

Centrally prioritize automation opportunities and process improvements

Robots

Scale to as many software robots, attended and unattended, as you need

Studio

The automation design canvas for professional and citizen developers

Actions

Where robots check in with you for validation and direction

Apps

Build elegant apps for your automations the low-code way

Insights

Get the RPA analytics you need to keep your automation program on track

Data Service

Bring powerful no-code data modeling and storage to automation projects

AI Center

Manage and Scale AI to achieve faster ROI

Document
Understanding

Teach Robots to intelligently process documents using AI

AI Computer Vision

Automate in dynamic interfaces and across virtual desktops

Task Mining

Build a high-ROI automation pipeline with AI-powered task analysis

Learn more at automationcloud.com

